
Voting IntentionRegionSocial ClassAgeSex
Lib-Wales
eralCon-&North

Demo-ser-Scot-SouthEng-Mid-South
cratLabourvativelandWestlandlandsEastDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

106221118649817618719120212217821413611612814313261394322716Unweighted base

1062211156310017618719117915020817914310712214312279372344716Weighted base

9120583468213714514612511317214611186911119364276280556NET: Well
85%93%72%73%83%78%78%77%70%75%83%81%77%80%75%77%77%82%74%82%78%

1250106142922252323302132171318133445296Very well           (4)
11%23%9%10%14%16%12%13%13%15%14%12%23%16%10%12%11%4%12%15%13%

7915573406910812312110291142125786978938061232228460Quite well          (3)
74%70%63%63%69%61%66%63%57%60%69%70%55%64%64%65%66%78%62%66%64%

114269101622363219212122817201511603493Quite badly         (2)
10%2%22%14%11%9%12%19%18%13%10%12%15%7%14%14%13%14%16%10%13%

3853414156121297688974192241Very badly          (1)
3%4%4%5%4%8%8%3%7%8%5%4%4%8%6%6%6%5%5%7%6%

1312311215303741443130292816252922147856135NET: Badly
13%5%27%19%15%17%20%22%25%21%15%16%19%15%20%20%18%18%21%16%19%

242539531065555636-18726Don't know
2%2%2%9%3%5%3%2%5%4%3%3%3%5%5%2%5%-5%2%4%

2.963.142.772.852.952.912.842.882.802.862.952.912.992.922.832.852.862.812.852.922.88Mean

0.570.620.660.670.650.770.740.660.760.780.660.640.750.760.710.720.680.570.690.720.71Standard deviation

0.060.040.060.090.070.060.050.050.060.070.050.040.070.070.060.060.060.070.040.040.03Standard error
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Daily Tracking Poll
Fieldwork : April 28th-29th 2005

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.A21 Now I'd like to ask how optimistic or pessimistic you are about Britain's economy. Thinking about all the
things that may affect the economy - such as changes in salaries and wages, the level of interest rates and tax, the
rates of inflation and unemployment, and the strength of the pound - how do you think the British economy will
fare over the next year for the country as a whole?
Base: All respondents
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Voting IntentionRegionSocial ClassAgeSex
Lib-Wales
eralCon-&North

Demo-ser-Scot-SouthEng-Mid-South
cratLabourvativelandWestlandlandsEastDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

106221118649817618719120212217821413611612814313261394322716Unweighted base

1062211156310017618719117915020817914310712214312279372344716Weighted base

8619782508113414213212610716513911678951048658276262538NET: Well
80%89%71%80%81%76%76%69%70%71%80%78%81%73%78%73%71%74%74%76%75%

10448315201722171829132015101599324678Very well           (4)
9%20%7%5%15%11%9%12%10%12%14%7%14%14%8%10%8%11%9%13%11%

7615374476511412410910989136126966485897749243217460Quite well          (3)
71%69%65%75%66%65%67%57%61%59%66%70%67%59%70%62%63%62%65%63%64%

14922413212340252128281412162521135447101Quite badly         (2)
13%4%19%7%13%12%12%21%14%14%14%15%10%11%13%18%18%16%14%14%14%

3863311147141366594794231639Very badly          (1)
3%3%5%5%3%6%8%4%8%9%3%3%4%8%4%5%7%6%6%5%5%

171728716323747383435331920203330177664140NET: Badly
16%8%24%12%16%18%20%25%21%22%17%19%13%19%17%23%25%22%20%19%20%

4755310812141086896653211838Don't know
4%3%4%9%3%6%4%6%8%6%4%3%6%8%5%4%4%4%6%5%5%

2.903.092.762.872.962.862.812.822.792.802.942.852.972.852.872.822.742.832.812.892.85Mean

0.580.620.660.580.650.700.710.690.740.780.640.590.630.780.600.690.720.710.680.690.69Standard deviation

0.060.040.060.080.070.050.050.050.050.070.050.040.060.080.060.060.060.090.040.040.03Standard error
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Daily Tracking Poll
Fieldwork : April 28th-29th 2005

Absolutes/col percents
Table 2
Q.A21 Now I'd like to ask how optimistic or pessimistic you are about Britain's economy. Thinking about all the
things that may affect the economy - such as changes in salaries and wages, the level of interest rates and tax, the
rates of inflation and unemployment, and the strength of the pound - how do you think the British economy will
fare over the next year for for you and your family?
Base: All respondents

Prepared by Populus
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  Page Table Title Base Description Base

  1 1 Q.A21 Now I'd like to ask how optimistic or pessimistic you are about Britain's economy. Thinking about all
the 
things that may affect the economy - such as changes in salaries and wages, the level of interest rates 
and tax, the 
rates of inflation and unemployment, and the strength of the pound - how do you think the British economy 
will 
fare over the next year for the country as a whole?

Base: All respondents 716

  2 2 Q.A21 Now I'd like to ask how optimistic or pessimistic you are about Britain's economy. Thinking about all
the 
things that may affect the economy - such as changes in salaries and wages, the level of interest rates 
and tax, the 
rates of inflation and unemployment, and the strength of the pound - how do you think the British economy 
will 
fare over the next year for for you and your family?

Base: All respondents 716


